1. Remove outer layer of Video Cable

Make sure the copper wire braid does not touch the middle conductor

2. Twist connector until snug and remove outer layer of Power Cable on both ends

3. Using a Power Pack
   
   Connect power pack to MALE power pigtail.
   
   Using wire nuts connect RED wire (positive) to the wire with the WHITE STRIP of the MALE Power Pigtail.
   
   Connect BLACK wire (ground) to BLACK power wire.

4. Using wire nuts connect the RED wire (positive) to the wire with the WHITE STRIP on the FEMALE Power Pigtail and connect BLACK wire (ground) to the BLACK power wire.

Using a Power Panel

3. Using wire nuts connect RED wire (positive) to the wire with the WHITE STRIP of the FEMALE Power Pigtail and connect BLACK wire (ground) to BLACK power wire.

Connect RED power wire to the POSITIVE screw terminal on the Power Panel and connect the BLACK wire to the NEGATIVE terminal.
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